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VOICES FROM THE GULAG

ATASCADERO STATE HOSPRISON SVP NEWSLETTER, OCTOBER 2000

Donald W. Plyler, Editor

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

From: Jeff Neff (Los Angeles): "I just received the August 'Gulag' and
yet again you surpass yourself. I particularly appreciate the sections
devoted to legal case law citations, and I don't need to mention just how
important the information you provide really is."

From: Margaret Littlefield (Bolinas): "Just a line to let you know we
read your newsletters, which are clever, most amusing, but shocking in
their descriptions of some of the incidents which have occurred there."

From: Sean McMullen (San Francisco): "Your newsletters are a powerful
indictment of the psychiatric industry .... Excellent work .... The
psychiatric technicians certainly seem like a crude and unsophisticated
group of people." (Sean, it's because ASH recruits for psych-techs at
homeless encampments, liquor stores, and through the local chapter of
'Dikes-on-Bikes')

MORE DISDAIN FOR DIGNITY

Due to the relentless oppression, deliberate indifference to my right of
access to the law library, and denial of even basic dignity by a cadre of
Unit 9 daytime staff members, I asked one of the cadre (the Unit 9
Supervisor) if I could move to another unit. He made my request known to
one of the SVP Program social workers, a Mr. Tim Miller.

A week or two later, when Mr. Miller was walking down the Unit 9 hallway,
I asked, "Mr. Miller, how is my request to move to another unit coming
along?" Mr. Miller stopped and faced me, stared at me for a few seconds,
then stated as he turned around and started walking away from me, "I have
no answer for your question." I replied, "What does that mean?" As he
continued walking away, Mr. Miller stated, "I have no answer for your
question." I walked after him and asked, "Well, are you even considering
my request to move to another unit?" Mr. Miller, without even turning to
look at me, again stated, "I have no answer for your question." I then
asked, "Do you have some problem with even discussing this issue?" As Mr.
Miller continued to exit the unit, he again repeated the mantra, "I have
no answer for your question."

Since I was so obviously being stonewalled and treated with disdain, Mr.
Miller has been on my shit-list ever since. ASH reeks with such rude,
crude, and unprofessional staff.

THE CATPA COMEDY

CATPA is an acronym for Computer Assisted Treatment Plan - Atascadero.
Every 90 days, each hosprisoner's so called Treatment Plan is updated
using a computer to assess coded input from each hosprisoner's Team
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recoder. Each time I've read those computer generated reports in my
charts, I've been amazed at how inaccurate and self-contradictory those
reports are, and how those reports suggest I said things that I
absolutely did not say. I've obtained ASH internal documents which reveal
the ASH Department of Psychiatry condemns the CATPA system. Yet it
continues to be used. A document dated June 3, 1999 titled, "Declarations
and a resolution concerning CATPA," states the following:

"The Department of Psychiatry asserts that the CATPA system has led to a
substantial deviation in the provision of clinical care. CATPA has
hobbled the treatment planning process and led to a deterioration in the
quality of treatment provided by the hospital. Some of the more
significant problems associated with CATPA are as follows:

1) The majority of the computer-generated CATPA document is impossible to
understand. The report is filled with terms and numbers that are not
explained. The report presents information in a disjointed manner, and
the information is not prioritized. Because of these factors, the reports
are virtually unreadable, and no one reads them. Level-of-care staff can
no longer use the treatment planning document to obtain a quick overview
of the patient's current status and progress. This is especially critical
for staff who are floating to a different unit and are unfamiliar with
the patients. Similarly, consultants and CONREP evaluators find the
documents virtually useless (except for the narrative summary), and are
hindered in their attempts to evaluate patients.

2) CATPA is a massive waste of time and human resources. Instead of
focusing on assessing patients and developing useful treatment plans,
teams are forced to spend their limited time filling out forms. The team
recorder must spend large amounts of time performing data entry; formerly
his/her time was used for the provision of direct patient care.

3) Information contained in CATPA reports is often internally
inconsistent and frequently contradicts information in other documents in
the medical record. These inaccuracies can be attributed to the following
problems: a) Data entry for the CATPA system is time-consuming,
needlessly complex, and prone to error. b) Few clinicians place any value
in CATPA, so ratings are completed as quickly as possible with little 
concern for accuracy. The CATPA manual is so lengthly and complex that no
one refers to it. Arcane rules govern what information can or cannot be
included (e.g., identifying a problem as 'not a focus' of treatment;
being forced to rate items that are not applicable or unknown). c) Teams
are required to rate patients within seven days of transfer. It is not
possible to rate patients accurately within this time frame, so
clinicians often guess at ratings. d) It is often impossible to know what
statements the computer will generate based on a numerical rating.
Moreover, the computer often generates canned, inappropriate conclusions.
For instance, all ASP ratings of '4' generate a 'patient strength'
statement which is often inaccurate: e) Since the reports are difficult
to understand and interpret, it is also difficult to identify and correct
errors in the final reports. f) CATPA forces clinicians to assign a
single number to multidimensional problems, and then the computer
generates a canned statement. These canned statements are vague and 
meaningless. Two patients with vastly different problems could have the
same ratings, but their computer generated reports will look the same.
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4) Psychiatrists and psychologists have been repeatedly challenged to
defend expert testimony which is impugned by attorneys who find the
inaccuracies in the CATPA reports. No matter how well the expert defends
his testimony, the court will question his credibility. This may have led
and/or could lead to the inappropriate release of a dangerous patient.
[Or it could lead to the inappropriate continued confinement of a
non-dangerous patient!]

RESOLVED:

The -Department of Psychiatry calls for the immediate suspension of the
use of the CATPA system. Until the overwhelming problems associated with
CATPA are corrected we recommend that the hospita return to the previous
system of individualized treatment planning and dic-tated team reports.

This document is to be forwarded to the Executive Director, Medical
Staff, and Standards & Compliance; it will also be attached to the
minutes of this meeting. We respectfully request that the Executive
Director provide a formal reply to our recommendation."

If a hosprisoner simply tells the shrinks that he cannot discuss his case
or psyche "on advice of counsel" (perhaps because his SVP commitment is
on appeal), that statement is assigned a code number which is entered
into the CATPA computer. The computer then spits out a document (your 90
day Treatment Plan) with a canned statement saying the so called patient
is in "Severe Denial" and that the patient "Does not acknowledge
responsibility for his past deviant sexual behavior. Does not acknowledge
that his victims sustained any physical or psychological harm or trauma
as a result of his sexual abuse. Does not acknowledge that his personal
beliefs or attitudes are related to his past sexual offenses. Does not
see himself at risk to commit a new sexual crime; he may see himself as
'cured' and not needing to manage risk factors on an on-going basis."

Now, that may not be how you feel at all. Nevertheless, the flim-flam
artists will be in court testifying how you are dangerous because you are
in "Severe Denial," etc. etc. What we have here is a policy of the DMH to
completely fabricate feelings and thoughts attributed to the hosprisoner,
then shifting the burden to that hosprisoner to prove he does not have
those feelings and thoughts. Unskilled defense attorneys allow them to
get away with it.

Personally, I think the ASH Department of Psychiatry's complaint about
CATPA is disingenuous. ASH shrinks,(with their fragile egos) are perhaps
afraid that computerized tea leaf reading will eventually displace their
"clinical" tea leaf reading (It's the same fear shrinks have about
"actuarial" based evaluations). And in this writer's experience,
"clinical" evaluations are every bit as internally inconsistent,
inaccurate, and as virtually useless as the CATPA generated reports. I
was particularly amused.by the Department of Psychiatry's statement that
"It is not possible to rate patients accurately within this [seven day]
time frame, so clinicians often guess." Yet, we have evaluators guessing
a person's likelihood of reoffense (then testifying in court that their
evaluations are accurate) after interviewing a person for as little as
one hour! It's a comedy - a tragic comedy!

THAT OTHER 'GULAG'
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Recently, ASH staff have been surreptitiously circulating their own
newsletter, titled, 'I HEAR VOICES FROM THE GULAG TOO', which mocks,
insults, and makes fun of the patients here at ASH. The staffs'
newsletter refers to ASH patients as "the most deviant people in the
state." One particularly appallin article titled, 'New Rule Creates
Crawling SVPs', states, "Kudos to Mr. Dan Page [Shift Lead from Ward 22
for successfully implementing the new 'Crawling SVP' rule. He says, 'This
is just Phase 1, in Phase 2 we'll have them crawling to the patients
dining rooms."' ('That article was apparently in response to an article
in the February 2000 issue of 'Voices.From The Gulag' titled "LONG
DISTANCE PHONE CRAWL" which reported that Unit 22 staff refused to let a
wheelchair-bound patient use his wheelchair, thus forcing the patient to
make a humiliating crawl on his hands and knees 90 feet from his cell to
the telephone in the dayroom to call his mother - while staff watched in
amusement.)

Whereas Welf. & Inst. Code § 6250 states that involuntarily committed
persons "shall be treated, not as criminals, but as sick persons," many
ASH staff disagree with that and are, in fact, state paid vigilantees -
and apparently proud of it.

THE PRESUMPTION OF RECOVERED MENTAL HEALTH

Chances are that when the SVP returns to court for recommitment
proceedings, the District Attorney and the state's flim-flam artists will
try to paint the issue as being whether the SVP's mental condition has so
changed that he is no longer a danger of reoffending (thus attempting to
shift the burden to the SVP to prove he has changed to the extent he is
no longer dangerous). That is NOT the issue. Do NOT let the state box you
into the corner of trying to prove a negative. At SVP recommitment
trials, there is a legal presumption that you have changed (regardless of
whether you've been in "treatment"). The burden is totally upon the state
to defeat that presumption and to prove you currently have a mental
disorder making you currently dangerous.

Recently, I came across a case with a sufficiently analogous presumption
of mental competence issue, that your SVP attorney could make use of the
language and legal principle contained therein. In People v. Rells (2000)
22 C.4th 860, 94 Cal.Rptr.2d 875, the defendant pled not guilty by reason
of insanity, and was found by the trial court to be mentally incompetent.
It committed him to Patton State Hospital. In a later appeal, the State
Supreme Court considered whether under a P.C. 1372 hearing on a
defendant's recovery of mental competence the same presumption of
recovered mental competence applies as it does at a trial of a criminal
defendant under P.C. 1369. The Court held it does. (Id @ 876) The Court
specifically held: "This presumption is applicable as well at a retrial
of the defendant's mental competence, which is mandatory when the
defendant has been committed for 18 months and remains so without a
certificate of restoration to mental competence filed by a specified
mental health official, in spite of the fact that it is inconsistent with
his apparent nonrecovery of mental competence... [arid] in spite of the
fact that it may run counter to any doubt expressed by the court." (Id @
880, original emphasis)

The presumption of recovered mental competence principle articulated in
Rells is consistent with the holding by the State Supreme Court in
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Conservatorship of HofferBer (1980)28 C.3d 161, which held that "the
passage of time by itself diminishes the validity of an assumption that
[a mental patient's] dangerousness continues unabated." (Id @ 177) It is
also consistent with recent holdings by Appellate Courts in the SVP
cases, People v. Hedge (4th Dist. 1999) 72 C.A.4th 1466, 86 Cal.Rptr.2d
52, 60, and Butler v. Superior Court th Dist. 2000) 78 C.A-.4th-1171, 93
Cal.Rptr.2d 468, 474, both of which eld that the s er passage of time"
causes a person's mental condition to change.

DR. PALADINO UNDER INVESTIGATION

Dr. Gabrielle (malpractice) Paladino is currently under investigation by
the Central California Psychiatric Society Ethics Committee for a
plethora of ethics violations. Leading the investigation is Dr. Blair
Romer. If any of you hosprisoners or staff have specific evidence of
suspected ethics violations by Dr. Paladino, send it to: Dr. Blair Romer
- Chairperson, Central California Psychiatric Society Ethics Committee,
4747 N. First, Suite 101, Fresno, CA 93726. If Paladino is found guilty
of ethics violations, she could be sanctioned by admonishment; reprimand,
suspension, or expulsion from the American Psychiatric Association. And
she could lose her license to practice her self-styled psychiatric
despotism.

DR. PALADINO RAILS AGAINST 'GULAG'

Paladino is on the ropes and desperately striking out at this newsletter
for exposing her unethical, fraudulent, and tyrannical behavior.

At a Treatment Readiness session in the auditorium on 7/31/00, Paladino
told her audience (a11 16 of them!): "People tell us that they have
changed and won't reoffend, but we watch what they do. So someone might
say they've changed but then we find pornographic material in their
locker,.. or we see the distributing an underground newsletter that
abuses people."

Not only was Paladino railing against the 'Gulag' at the auditorium,
she's been bitching and moaning about 'it in other hosprisoners' charts.
In hosprisoner Terry Meyers chart on 4/6 /00 she refers to the 'Gulag as
"an underground newsletter where this writer was accused of writing about
such [rape stares]." In hosprisoner La Blane's chart on 6/21/00, she
refers to it as The patients' underground newsletter .... This newsletter
typically is filled with untrue 'staff bashing' insults to various
clinicians and staff." And again in hosprisoner La Blanc's chart on
8/1/00, she refers to it as "a notorious underground newspaper that
frequently targets various staff members and clinicians in a particularly
misleading and debasing way." (Gabrielle, 01' gal, this newsletter is
very much aboveground. Got your bags packed?)

PROFESSIONAL QUOTES OF THE MONTH

"They're all for sale." Stated on 9/7/00 by Unit 9 Supervisor Tom McGee
during a conversation with this writer and another inmate regarding the
lack of credibility of shrinks.

"I'll just copy your last one." Stated in August or September of 1999 by
ASH psychologist Diane Imrem to inmate Blevins when he declined to
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participate in a clinical interview by Diane Imrem for a forensic report
on Mr. Blevins' current mental condition.

"I can't begin to know what you go through." Stated to this writer on
8/1/00 by Unit 9 psych-tech, Joellen Schrader, demonstrating her complete
lack of empathy for SVP patients. (How does one teach empathy, when one
has no empathy to teach? Oh well, she gets a pay check.)

INMATE QUOTE OF THE MONTH

"If I walked on water, they would chart that I don't swim." Statement
attributed to hosprisoner Kevin Campbell.

Current and back issues of the 'Gulag' are on the Web at
http://qube.oldsaclaw.com. Send letters to the editor to: Donald W.
Plyler, P.O. Box 7001, Atascadero) CA 93423.

SVP = Shrinks Victimize People


